Laryngeal paralysis in dogs
really and its likely to get worse due to its progressive
nature. While surgery doesn’t change the disease
progression, it is the preferred approach for long
term management and quality of life for the dog. The
surgical procedure can be tricky requiring anatomical
knowledge of the larynx and associated structures,
delicate specialised surgical instruments, careful control
of bleeding and excellent aftercare for the patient.
The response of dogs to surgery is excellent and you’ll
notice a few hours post operatively these dogs are
breathing easier already.

L

aryngeal paralysis is a complex, typically progressive,
condition commonly affecting older large breed
dogs resulting in severe difficulty breathing especially
with exercise. This isn’t a common condition but when
these dogs present all hands need to be on deck. These
dogs can often present extremely distressed, unable to
breathe, collapsed and “blue”. Firstly if the dog presents
as an emergency they need oxygen via a cannula or
mask FAST. Often due to their distress at not being able
to breathe, sedation is necessary to calm these dogs
down as is cooling ( For example, fans and wetting
down). Occasionally intubation under anaesthesia
or a temporary tracheotomy can be lifesaving in this
situation.

Each surgeon has their preferred technique and
you need an accompanying surgical nurse who is
competent in anaesthesia. These surgeries are often
performed in the morning so the surgical nurse has
all day to monitor the patients breathing, recovery
and vital signs. These patients are either discharged
to an afterhours hospital for the night or sent home
for aftercare with their family. They need to be in a
“cool’ and ‘calm’ environment, with no boisterous dogs
around for distractions. Diet consists of small meals
of meatballs fed from a height- avoid dry, sloppy and
liquid diets, as the dogs swallowing may be impaired
due to generalised neurological impairment.
“Bella” an 11 year old Border Collie recently had this
surgery performed at McMaster & Heap Vet Practice by

&

McMaster Heap

Veterinary practice
Dr Helen Milner, a Registered Specialist in Small animal
Surgery. Bella developed difficulties breathing about 3
months ago quite suddenly. She quickly became puffed
and tired on walks and could only exercise a fraction of
what she was previously doing. Bella had lost her voice,
had effort exhaling on lying down and often looked like
she was having an asthma attack on exercise. This was
distressing for Bellas owners who wanted a better, more
active life for her.
So far so good. Bella can finally once again breathe
with ease - a tremendous outcome for all concerned,
especially Bella who can once again enjoy 3 hour runs
in the Port Hills, chasing rabbits and stalking ducks. The
hardest part has been keeping her rested and quiet for
4-6 weeks post surgery to avoid complications. Bella is
raring to go and looks essentially normal although she
has permanently lost her bark, which the neighbours
are quite stoked about.
Dr Helen Milner now works out of McMaster & Heap
Vet Practice doing Specialist Referral surgeries from
November of this year. Our new hospital has a dedicated
specialised theatre and surgical area and we have
purchased all the necessary surgical instrumentation
to perform referral surgery. A consultation is necessary
before surgery is planned. Please call the Practice if you
would like to find out more about this service.

This condition is best managed surgically but surgery
isn’t undertaken lightly and usually these operations
are performed by specialist surgeons. Discussions
need to be had with the client on the procedure and
possible complications post surgery, as in aspiration
pneumonia ( occurs in about 20% patients as a lifetime
risk with or without surgery). If these dogs are to
be managed medically we need to focus on weight
management, exercise control, environmental factors
like living in cooler climates and checking to make sure
these patients are not hypothyroid. Long term medical
management doesn’t have much impact on the disease

Dr Michele McMaster

Please remember the

NEW CLINIC OPEN DAY

on 30th November 12-3pm, where you’ll get
a chance to walk through our new facility
and chat to all our staff.

Update from Bella’s mum
So it was quite surprising when one day she chased
some rabbits in Wanaka on a walk and came back
breathing like an asthmatic - gasping and rattling.
She recovered within a few minutes and we didn’t
think much more of it - maybe just old dog breathing.
Gradually over the next couple of months her
breathing, while exercising heavily, got worse and then
we noticed a change in her bark. She suddenly seemed
to have a weird squeaky bark - she kept looking round
to see where the bark had come from. We videoed her
while exercising and headed off to see our vet, Dr Steve
Heap.

B

ella still thinks she is a young dog at 11 years old…
there are lots of things we thought she would grow
out off as she aged like jumping up on people when
she greeted them and trying to round up cars… She is a
very lean dog who loves her food and walks in the hills
but equally as happy lying in wait in the back yard for
the neighbours car to start up…. She has a wee bit of
arthritis in her back knees but otherwise is a very happy
and healthy dog.

Steve looked at the video and immediately diagnosed
her with Laryngeal Paralysis. At this stage she was
only having issues breathing while exercising and was
having no problem eating. Steve felt, given how fit
and healthy she was, surgery was definitely an option
for Bella. And luckily for us they had Dr Helen Milner
coming on board at the practice who had done loads of
these tricky referral procedures. Plus she was happy to
come and operate on Bella before she had even started
her new surgical role at McMaster & Heap Vets.

and Bella loved her too. She was gentle and thorough
in her work up of Bella. She felt Bella would recover well
and would be back walking in the hills before we knew
it. She gave us a huge amount of reading material about
GOLPP which certainly helped in our decision making.
A few days later Bella was back for surgery at
McMaster & Heap. The surgery went really well with no
complications. She came home that afternoon, was a
bit woozy that night but the next day she up and ready
for action. That has been the only downside to surgery
- keeping her quiet and rested for 6 weeks! She has a
brand new flash looking harness as can’t be walked with
a collar anymore. Her ‘bark” has disappeared for good.
Her stitches are out and her wound looks amazing. After
a week of hand feeding her small meatballs she is back
eating her normal diet out of her bowl.
So far so good - watch out Port Hills rabbits. It won’t be
long till Bella is back on the chase…
Bella’s mum, Jo

Our meeting with Helen quickly dissipated any fears we
had that Bella was maybe too old for major surgery. She
went through every step of what was involved including
any complications and what her recovery period would
be like. We instantly loved Helen and felt we were in
great hands. She has huge empathy with her patients
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